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Abstract—In this paper, we design a distributed precoder
algorithm for inter-cell interference (ICI) suppressing and
maximizing the average throughput of a multi-cell multi-user
multi-input multi-output (MU-MIMO) system. As the problem
of finding the optimal precoder is non-convex and non-trivial,
it is important to find low-complexity solutions. Motivated by
the recent results in the distributed signal-to-leakage-plus-noise
ratio (SLNR) model, we propose an optimized precoder design
algorithm that is based on modified SLNR and can achieve
pareto-optimal average system throughput. Existing algorithms
assume equal power allocation strategy, which cannot be
adapted to multiple users with different channel conditions.
Our goal is to design a distributed method that jointly
optimizes the SLNR-based precoder and transmitting powers.
Simulation results show that the proposed distributed
transmission scheme can significantly increase the average cell
throughput and improve resource efficiency while effectively
reducing system overhead.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Due to the spectrum resources scarcity, the next
generation cellular networks have to use a denser distribution
of base stations (BSs) with a high frequency reuse factor.
However, the system throughput is still limited by
interferences. For multi-cell multi-user multi-input multioutput (MU-MIMO) systems, the inter-cell interference (ICI)
needs to be eliminated for further improvement in cell
throughput.
So far, a closed-form solution [1][2][3] for the
interference channel capacity domain has not been obtained.
It has been proved that adopting joint dirty paper coding
(DPC) [4] technique can cancel the interference and achieve
the theoretical capacity of a multi-cell MU-MIMO downlink
system. However, it is difficult to satisfy the requirements for
precise time and phase synchronization in real-time
communication systems. Besides, interference coordination
methods -[8] (such as zero-forcing (ZF) and game theory
based algorithms) can also eliminate ICI, which is achieved
via coordination among multiple BSs by sharing the global
channel state information (CSI). However, the information
exchange and feedback significantly increases the system
overhead. In order to effectively increase system throughput
and further reduce the complexity of cooperative

transmission, a distributed model based on SLNR
[9][10][11][12][13] (signal-to-leakage-plus-noise ratio) is
introduced for transmitter precoding. This technique is
combined with joint processing (JP) and applied to single cell
and multi-user MIMO downlink systems in [9][10]. The
distributed solution of SLNR model has been proposed in
[11][12][13]. The SLNR model is a compromise between
egoistic and altruistic precoder game strategy, it has been
proved to be able to effectively eliminate ICI, and thus
achieve the pareto-optimal cell throughput. However, the
existing algorithms have a common disadvantage: equal
downlink transmitting power is assumed for each active user,
which becomes a limiting factor for performance
enhancement. In actual systems, channel conditions for each
user vary a lot such that equal transmitting power cannot be
adapted to different channel conditions, which reduces the
power efficiency and eventually restricts the cell throughput.
Therefore, an appropriate and practical power allocation
scheme is required.
In the past several years, MIMO gradually becomes a
mainstream technique in wireless communication systems.
MIMO channels have significant higher diversity gain, array
gain and multiplexing gain than MISO channels. In the
multi-cell case, MU-MIMO technique is also widely used. In
this paper, we study how to design distributed algorithms for
multi-cell MU-MIMO systems.
In our work, we design a joint distributed precoder with
power allocation algorithm that can effectively eliminate ICI
in MU-MIMO systems. We briefly summarize our
contribution below.
In this paper, we study the joint precoder design and
power allocation algorithm. We adopt a distributed SLNR
model based on only local CSI for each cell’s optimization.
We investigate the optimal power allocation strategy, which
could fully utilize system resources and increase cell
throughput. Specifically, for each cell, (1) we construct the
joint optimization model of precoder and power allocation;
(2) we derive the Lagrangian problem under the sumtransmitting power constraint; (3) we find the Lagrange
extreme point and the corresponding transmitting power by
matrix analysis[14] and orthogonal decomposition [15][16]
[17]. After that, the precoder can be obtained by schur
decomposition [18][19][20] from the SLNR model with
optimal power allocations.

Simulation results show that the proposed algorithm can
effectively suppress ICI, increase average cell throughput,
while reducing system overhead. For different interference
factors, total transmitting powers, and the number of
transmitting antennas, the proposed algorithms always have
significant improvements on cell throughput, which enables
better QoS support for users.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the system model. In Section III, we formulate the
joint optimization problem for precoder design and power
allocation, and we obtain a close-form solution. We design
an optimal power-precoder algorithm based on the solution.
We discuss the simulation results in Section IV, and draw our
conclusions in Section V.
II.

SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a downlink multi-cell MU-MIMO wireless
system with M cells. A BS with NT transmitting antennas is
allocated in the center of each cell, where U active users with
N R receiving antennas are random distributed. The receiving
signal ym ,u of the u-th user in the m-th cell can be expressed
as [10][12],
ym ,u = α m ,u M m ,u H m ,u Vm ,u sm ,u
+ M m ,u H m ,u
+ M m ,u
=y

sig
m ,u

M

U

∑

j =1, j ≠ u
U

∑ ∑

n =1, n ≠ m k =1

Multiple Access) [5]-[8] and zero-forcing methods [5]-[8].
-int
The third part yminter
denotes the inter-cell interference
,u
signal which is the focus of our study since the strong ICI is
the primary limiting factor of the system performance. The
fourth part zm ,u is the noise.
III.

In this section, we present a distributed precoder design
and a power allocation algorithm for multi-cell MIMO
systems, where a joint optimization of precoder and power
control is fully considered. We also derive the distributed
pareto-optimal closed-form solution. The following notations
are used: operator ⋅ denotes the l2 -norm, Tr ( ⋅) denotes the
trace of a matrix, and the superscript
conjugate transpose.

H

denotes the

A. Formulation of the Jointly Optimization Problem
First, we obtain a distributed SLNR model for each user,
which represents a compromise between the extreme egoistic
and altruistic game strategies. Then, we add the power
control part to improve power efficiency and system
throughput.

(1)

y msig,u = H m ,u Vm ,u α m ,u sm ,u .

α n , k H n → m ,u Vn , k s n , k + M m ,u n m ,u

-int
+ ymintra-int
+ yminter
+ zm,u
,u
,u

where 0 ≤ η ≤ 1 is the interference factor. sm ,u denotes the
transmitting signal for this user with unit power, and
s m = ( sm ,1 , , sm ,U ) is the signals transmitted by the m-th BS.

y leak
m , u = H m , u Vm , u α m , u sm ,u ,

channel from the m-th BS to the other MU − 1 users in the
system (except the u-th serving user).
Then, the SLNR for the u-th user in the m-th cell can be
represented as,

ζ m ,u =
=

y msig,u
2

y leak
m ,u

(

2

+ z m ,u

In (1), the signal y m ,u consists of four parts, the first part
y msig,u denotes the effective signal for the u-th user in the m-th

cell. The second part ymintra-int
represents the intra-cell
,u
interference signal received by this user, which can be
eliminated by OFDMA(Orthogonal Frequency Division

2

α m ,u VmH,u H mH,u H m ,u Vm ,u

.

(4)

)

VmH,u α m ,u H mH,u H m ,u + N R N 0 I NT Vm ,u

Combined with the sum-power constraint for the m-th
cell, the 2-dimension (2-D) optimization problem can be
formulated as,

denotes the AWGN noise at the u-th user in the

m-th cell, and zm ,u ∼ CN ( 0, N 0 ) is the noise after
combinations.

(3)

where H m ,u = {H m →i , j , ( i, j ) ≠ ( m, u )} denotes the leakage

user in the m-th cell, the sum-power constraint for this cell is
U
∑ u =1α m,u ≤ Pm . M m,u ∈ 1× NR denotes the receiver
combination matrix at the referring user, while Vm ,u ∈ NT ×1
represents the precoder of the m-th BS towards the u-th user
with unit norm, and the semi-unitary matrix
Vm = ( Vm ,1 , , Vm ,U ) denotes the precoder for the m-th BS,

(2)

Similarly, the interference leakage signal originated from
this user is,

α m ,u denotes the downlink transmitting power for the u-th

N R ×1

( ⋅)

As discussed in section II, before filtering, the effective
signal for the u-th user in the m-th cell can be expressed as,

α m , j Vm , j sm, j

where H m ,u ∈ N R × NT denotes the channel gain from the m-th
BS to the u-th user in this cell, the element of which is
normally distributed as CN ( 0,1) , and H n → m ,u represents
the channel gain from the n-th BS to the u-th user in the m-th
cell, and its elements are normally distributed as CN ( 0,η 2 ) ,

n m ,u ∈

THE OPTIMAL DISTRIBUTED POWER-PRECODER
ALGORITHM

maxmize ζ m ,u =
q m ,u ,α m ,u

s.t.

(

α m ,u VmH,u H mH,u H m ,u Vm ,u

)

VmH,u α m ,u H mH,u H m ,u + N R N 0 I NT Vm ,u

Vm ,u = 1,

U

∑α
u =1

m ,u

, (5)

≤ Pm

where the SLNR metric is maximized for each user under the
power control constraint.

B. Power Control
To simply the 2-D optimization problem in (5), a
Lagrange multiplier λ is used to modify the SLNR model
regarding the power constraint. The Lagrangian can be
derived as follows,
⎛U
⎞
L (ζ m ,u , λ ) = ζ m ,u − λ ⎜ ∑ α m ,u − Pm ⎟ .
⎝ u =1
⎠

(6)

To maximize the modified SLNR model in (6), we
calculate the sub-gradient of (6) w.r.t. the power factor α m ,u ,
and the maximum extreme point is achieved when the subgradient is zero. The sub-gradient is given in (7),
∂L (ζ m ,u , λ )
∂ (α m , u )

=

VmH,u H mH,u H m ,u Vm ,u VmH,u (UN R N 0 Pm ) I NT Vm ,u

( V (α
H
m ,u

)

H
m ,u H m , u H m , u + (UN R N 0 Pm ) I NT Vm , u

(

H
m ,u
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(α

m ,u

H

H
m ,u

. (7)

)

2

−λ = 0

)

H m ,u + (UN R N 0 Pm ) I NT Vm ,u

)

2

is a

positive scalar, (7) is simplified as,

λ (α m ,u H mH,u H m ,u + N R N 0 I N

T

The term H

H
m ,u

)

2

= H mH,u H m ,u N R N 0 .

(8)

H m ,u in (8) is a semi-positive hermit

matrix with dimension NT × NT , and it can decomposed as,
H mH,u H m ,u = U m ,u Λ m ,u U mH,u U m ,u Λ m ,u U mH,u ,

(9)

where U m ,u denotes the orthogonal base vectors for the space
spanned by H mH,u H m ,u , the diagonal matrix can be obtained as
Λ m ,u = U mH,u H mH,u H m ,u U m ,u , and the operation ⋅ means the
square-root element-wise (details given in Appendix A).
Then, the power factor of the u-th user in the m-th cell ( α m ,u
in (8)) can be obtained as a function of the Lagrange λ .

Substituting α m ,u in the power constraint

U

∑α
u =1

m ,u

= Pm , we

A m ,u = H mH,u H m ,u

Both

B m ,u = α m ,u H

H
m ,u

in

H m , u + N R N 0 I NT

the

numerator

and

in the denominator are

semi-positive hermit matrices, and both matrices belong to
C NT × NT . It has been proved that for the matrix pencil
( A m,u , Bm,u ) [15][18], there exists a series of eigenvalues

{λ }
m ,u

and corresponding eigenvectors {x m,u } that makes

A m ,u x m ,u B m ,u x m ,u = λm ,u . The same principle holds for (11),
and the corresponding matrix pencil is,

(α

m,u

)

H mH,u H m ,u , α m ,u H mH,u H m ,u + N R N 0 I NT .

(12)

When the precoder is the primary eigenvector of (12), the
SLNR is maximized as the corresponding eigenvalue. To
calculate the eigenvectors of (12), we adopt the generalized
schur decomposition method [18] to derive the equivalent
matrix of (12), and obtain the closed-form solution of the
optimal precoder as follows:

((

Vmo ,u = eig α m ,u H mH,u H m ,u + N R N 0 I NT

)

−1

α m ,u H mH,u H m ,u

)

(13)

where operation eig ( ⋅) denotes the unit-norm primary
eigenvector, and the SLNR for the u-th user in the m-th cell
is maximized when ζ m ,u = max λm ,u ( A m ,u , B m ,u ) .

(

)

D. Algorithm Description
The proposed algorithm can be implemented in a
distributed way for each cell. The closed-form solution of the
2-D optimization problem of precoder and transmitting
power can be obtained without iterations. Take the m-th cell
as an example, we present the pseudo-code of the algorithm
in Table I:
TABLE I.

ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION

for user u = 1 to U do
1. Calculate the optimal power factor

α m ,u

as in (10);

2.

Formulate the equivalent matrix pencil as in(12);

3.

Derive the precoder

Vmo ,u

as in (13);

end for

obtain the optimal power allocation factor α m ,u ,

U

The m-th BS transmit signal

α m ,u =

x m = ∑ Vm ,u α m ,u sm ,u

.

u =1

(

U m ,u Λ m ,u U mH,u Pm ( H mH,u H m ,u ) + UN R N 0 I NT
U

∑U
k =1

m,k

)

H mH,u H m ,u

Λ m, k U mH, k − N R N 0 I NT

.

(10)

C. Precoder Design
After obtaining the optimal power factor α m ,u , the
precoder optimization problem in (5) can be formulated as,
maxmize ζ m ,u =
q m ,u

s.t. Vm ,u = 1

(

α m ,u VmH,u H mH,u H m ,u Vm ,u

)

VmH,u α m ,u H mH,u H m ,u + N R N 0 I NT Vm ,u .(11)

IV.

SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we describe our simulation and analyze
the proposed algorithms. We consider a multi-cell MUMIMO downlink wireless system of M cells, where each BS
is equipped with NT transmitting antennas and allocated in
the center of each cell. U users with N R receiving antennas
are randomly distributed in each cell. For the m-th cell, the
effective channel and the leakage channel are assumed of
H m ( i, j ) ∼ CN ( 0,1)
and
Rayleigh
fading
as
H m ( i, j ) ∼ CN ( 0,η 2 ) , respectively, where η is the

interference factor. In order to carry out a comparative
analysis, we consider five existing precoder design
algorithms. The SLNR-based algorithm [12] designs
precoder using the SLNR metric with equal transmitting
power allocation, which can not properly adapt to varying

channel conditions for different users, and the precoder
obtained by the SLNR maximization problem is generally
not optimal for the cell throughput maximization problem.
The maximum ratio transmission (MRT) algorithm [5]-[8]
can achieve the Nash equilibrium in the low SNR region. The
MRT algorithm designs the precoder as Vm = H mH H mH for
the m-th cell. On the other hand, the zero-forcing (ZF)
algorithm
[5]-[8]
designs
the
precoder
as

Π

⊥
H mH

= I−H

H
m

(H

with
m

H

H
m

)

the
−1

precoder,

where

H m denotes the orthogonal null

H
m

space of H . The ZF algorithm is optimal in the high SNR
region but strict dimension constraint is required. The
orthogonal transmission algorithm [5]-[8] allocates
orthogonal precoders statically, which can not adapt to the
time varying channels. The exhaustive search algorithm [21]
tries to reach the pareto optimal boundary by searching in the
corresponding
codebook
as
Vm = arg max
P H m Vm
2
Vm

=1
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requires global CSI and has high computational complexity.
Different from the above algorithms, we propose a
distributed algorithm with much better performance. The
distributed algorithm for precoder design and power control
can achieve the pareto optimum without iterations. The
algorithm strengthens the effective signals while suppressing
the interference leakage signals. The corresponding power
allocation scheme adapts well to varying channel conditions
for each user, and hence improves the system power
efficiency. The proposed algorithm can significantly increase
the average throughput while reducing the system overhead.
We run Matlab simulations to evaluate the performance of
our algorithm. Next, we present our simulation results.
Fig. 1 plots the average cell throughput for different
transmitting SNRs. Fig. 1 shows that our proposed powerprecoder optimal algorithm achieves higher throughput than
other algorithms, especially when SNR increases. When
equal transmitting power allocation is assumed, the existing
SLNR-based algorithm appears to be a good compromise
between the extreme ZF algorithm and MRT algorithm,
which is shown to be a pareto-optimal model for maximizing
the system throughput. Using an appropriate power
allocation strategy, the average cell throughput achieved by
our algorithm is 1.84~7.95 bps/Hz higher than the existing
SLNR scheme, and the advantage is more obvious in the low
SNR region. Our proposed power-precoder optimal
algorithm jointly optimizes the distributed precoder and the
power factors, which can get full use of power resource and
thus improve the power efficiency. When the transmitting
SNR is low, the power must be increased to ensure effective
communications. This is an example that shows power
allocation is necessary for performance improvement.
Fig. 2 plots the average cell throughput v.s. different
number of transmitting antennas. For different space
dimensions, our proposed power-precoder optimal algorithm
achieves the highest system throughput, while the static
orthogonal transmission mode performs the worst. The ZF
algorithm is restricted to the dimension constraint, and it can
be used only when the condition NT ≥ U ∗ N R is satisfied.
The MRT algorithm achieves higher system throughput
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Figure 1. The average cell throughput for different transmitting SNR
(M=2,NT=8,NR=1,U=4, η=0.5)
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Figure 2. The effect of transmitting antennas on throughput
(M=2, NR=1,U=4, SNR=15dB, η=0.5)
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Vm = Π H⊥ H H mH

when the number of transmitting antennas increases.
However, the throughput increase of MRT is limited because
the interference is not eliminated. Fig. 2 shows that the
existing SLNR-based scheme has good performance. When
the space dimension resource is abundant, optimization of
power control becomes more important, and our proposed
power-precoder optimal algorithm can definitely improve
system throughput, as shown in Fig. 2.
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Figure 3. The effect of interference factors on throughput
(M=2,NT=8,NR=1,U=3, SNR=15dB)

1

Fig. 3 plots the effect of interference factors on average
cell throughputs. When the interference increases, for all the
algorithms the system performance degrades in some extent.
However, our proposed power-precoder optimal algorithm
degrades gracefully. On the other hand, the throughput of the
orthogonal transmission mode and the MRT algorithm drops
rapidly because they do not use effective interference
elimination techniques. Fig. 3 shows that the performance of
the ZF algorithm is not affected by the interference factor
because the ICI is fully cancelled. Different from the above
algorithms, our proposed power-precoder optimal algorithm
can gain higher system throughput because the SLNR model
is pareto-optimal. Our power allocation scheme can handle
strong interference and hence achieves the highest average
cell throughput, so the proposed power-precoder algorithm
can effectively eliminate the interference, and thus achieve a
better system performance.
V.

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a distributed pareto-optimal
precoder design algorithm for multi-cell MIMO systems. We
formulated the distributed SLNR-based precoder design and
power allocation as a two-dimension joint optimization
problem, and we obtained a closed-form solution for paretooptimal precoders and power factors. The proposed
algorithm only uses local CSI and it can be implemented in
each cell. This significantly reduces system overhead. Our
simulation results confirmed that the proposed distributed
algorithm can significantly increase the average cell
throughput while reducing the overhead.
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APPENDIX A. HERMIT MATRIX DECOMPOSITION OF
CHANNEL MATRIX
Matrix analysis theory [14][15] has proved that, for a
semi-positive hermit matrix A ∈ C n× n with rank ( A ) = k , it
can be orthogonal decomposed as,
A = v1 v1H + v 2 v 2H +

where { v1 , v 2 ,

+ v k v kH ,

(14)

, v k } is the base vectors for the space F n .

A unitary matrix U = ( u1 u 2
u n ) can be obtained
from
normalizing
the
base
vectors.
Let
Λ = diag ( λ1 , λk , 0, , 0 ) , where v i = λi ui , and λi is
proved to be nonnegative since the matrix A is assumed to
be semi-positive. Then, the matrix A can be decomposed as,

(

A = UΛU H = U Λ ΛU H = U ΛU H

)( U

ΛU H

)

(15)

where the unitary matrix U = ( u1 u 2

u n ) is the

H mH,u H m ,u = U m ,u Λ m ,u U mH,u U m ,u Λ m ,u U mH,u

(16)

n

orthogonal base vectors for space F , and diagonal matrix
Λ = diag λ1 ,
λk , 0, , 0 .

(

)

Based on the above analysis, the semi-positive hermit
matrix H mH,u H m ,u in (8) can be decomposed as,

where the unitary matrix U m ,u is the set of unit-norm
orthogonal base vectors for space H mH,u H m ,u , the diagonal
matrix Λ m ,u = U mH,u H mH,u H m ,u U m ,u which is semi-positive, and
the operation

⋅ means the extraction of root element-wise.

